Digital subscription gold in the Aussie outback
It was Mission Impossible -- sell digital subscriptions when your mastheads have no paywall.
Yet, News Regional Media has done just that, on track to clock up thousands of digital subscriptions for titles that had
no paywall before November 2019.
What’s more, the sales have come from a collection of News Corp’s smallest and most remote titles – many one-man
operations, several in the outback, 10 hours’ drive from Queensland’s State capital, Brisbane. The towns they cover are
as small as 1200 people, and the remoteness makes face-to-face contact and training extremely difficult.

Kristen Booth and Timothy Cox - the outback reporting team based in Emerald.

But a trial to sell stories from sites with no paywall; an innovative tech solution; and the recruitment of 2 digital
specialists to upskill and drive some of the most junior staff in the company has provided a major acquisition boost to
NRM’s operations. (NRM has until this year run 18 paywalls over daily titles and has had the fastest percentage growth
rate in News Corp’s Australian division for the past 2+ years).
The move to paid journalism has also saved some titles who were, like some of their sister publications who have closed
in the past couple of years, sliding into oblivion as advertising revenues tanked on free newspapers.
Small non-daily and community titles had not been judged big enough to justify the tech investment required to start
and maintain paywalls.
But as the proof built that people in regional markets were as likely – perhaps even more so because of the lack of
competition – to pay for news as those in metro areas, it forced a rethink and a unique trial was devised.

A former daily newspaper editor with strong digital experience was placed with five small community titles, in an area
west of Brisbane called the Surat Basin – tiny towns in the outback, hundreds of kilometers from any city centre.
The trial would mean using the paywalled websites of the nearest daily titles as hosts for Surat’s Premium locked
stories.
Crucially, it would mean building relationships between newsrooms that had previously seen each other as the
competition, and where daily titles perhaps under-rated the skills and quality of younger, non-daily beginners.
The Surat stories began appearing on The Chronicle (Toowoomba), the Sunshine Coast Daily, and other relevant titles,
many hours’ drive away. The new regional editor encouraged the 9 journalists to seed stories to the sites most relevant.
If the victim of a Surat crash was from Rockhampton, the story went up on the Morning Bulletin, a plane flight away.

Two of NRM’s Surat websites

If a court story involved someone from Brisbane, or was interesting enough, it went up on the State paper, The CourierMail.
The first story was written by a cadet journalist in Dalby; a moving story about a woman who read her own eulogy in a
pre-prepared video. It had sold four subscriptions by its second day.
Soon, tributes, political stoushes, mental health and court stories written in these small outback communities were
selling subscriptions around the state. The team of nine reporters and an editor generated more than $60,000 in nonbudgeted digital subscription revenue in months.
The business then hired a second expert, who moved back from the company’s second biggest metro title, to run the
entire non-daily group, 17 mastheads and free sites. The same thing happened. The best of the regional reporters’ work
went on the most relevant daily title, and people kept signing up. Within 20 weeks, another 1000 subs were sold.
But were they people from the towns like those in the Surat buying subs on websites hours away geographically, or
were the stories so good they were capturing more of the host titles’ regular readers?
Whatever the answer (and it turned out to be a bit of both), the obvious could not be ignored – if the journalism was
attracting buyers, surely it would attract more sign-ups if the local paper had a paywall too.

All sites had a website, but by now were either withholding their best stories, the ones that went to the nearest big
city’s paywall, or running truncated versions only.
Building and running 17 new paywalls in towns like St George with as small a population of 1200 would be a major drain
on editorial and marketing, however.
So it required another unique solution. And the tech boffins found it.
One wall, with 17 different shopfronts, reducing the tech/product, editorial and marketing requirements significantly. As
a reader logged in, the shopfront changed dynamically to their local title – the Noosa News, the Central Telegraph, The
Ballina Shire Advocate and so on.
NRM’s home built CMS allowed it to do this; the first time in Australia paywalls have been built on this scale.
Third party providers were also key in allowing flexibility of a single product set-up for multi sites.
For the reader, not only did it mean having to pay for the best local journalism, for the first time they got access to the
best Premium stories written by News’ top writers in the State, and across the country.
With no ability to charge on the free websites previously, this best copy had been withheld. Now, a central online team
that looked after the national, sport, international and niche feeds of the best Premium topics were able to move their
buckets on to non-daily home pages, leaving the non-daily teams (remember, some are one-man teams) running their
local section only. Significantly, News’ non-local Premium articles are responsible for about 25% of subscriptions. Put
the best stories where they hadn’t been read before........and get a result.
Upskilling the team of 30+ journos was crucial and it had to be done fast with all 17 sites having to launch the same day
under the tech arrangement.

Journalists now know how to put out newsletters and are masters of social media

The majority of the journos were in their first or second year out of university with a handful of much older workers,
quite traditional in their approach to news gathering.
A three-month crash course made them ‘marketers’ of their own content, through social platforms, newsletters and
direct means. Print processes were simplified and streamlined to buy journos more time to focus on digital.
The results have been astounding.
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In six weeks, 1200 new active digital subscribers were added to NRM’s 110,000 subscriber base. The non-daily total
since July 1, 2019, is now well in excess of 2500.
On some days since launch, the best subbing story in the state of Queensland has come from the non-daily
journos...ahead of journalists working in cities of 2 million to 200,000.
The non-dailies currently contribute a third of NRM’s digital acquisitions.

What’s more, some of the ideas from these young journalists have been replicated across the country.
Recently, one of the Surat papers highlighted the worst Tinder profiles in the town. It had in excess of 30 digital
subscriptions and has been copied by News’ Sydney metro, and other cities like Geelong, Mackay, Gold Coast and the
Sunshine Coast.
Not only has the move to digital proved a bonus to News’ bottom-line, it is changing the face of community journalism
and rallying towns.
As NRM’s editor of non-dailies says: ‘’I think the move to Premium has revitalised journalism in some of these towns,
many of which have been struggling through drought and other hardships. It has changed the pace of media coverage –
we’ve gone from writing for weekly/bi-weekly deadlines to treating every day as deadline day which has resulted in
fresh news being shared every day. This has resulted in a different approach to news in these communities and the
community is engaging more with us as a result.’’

